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• Bank stress tests and other post crisis capital reforms have 
increased the resilience of the banking sector. 

• Industry stakeholders have increasingly questioned whether 
stress tests are having unintended effects on bank lending and 
hindering economic growth.

• Analysis on the effects of CCAR stress-test capital buffers 
provides insights into the potential effects of the Basel III 
CCyB on bank lending and firm activity.

• In the U.S. the consequences for banks of not meeting stress-
test buffers are similar to those for not satisfying an activated 
Countercyclical Capital Buffer (CCyB).

o Our results are also informative for the effects of the CCyB
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Motivation



• Background
o Bank-specific capital buffer from stress tests 

• Related literature

• Data

• Empirical analysis:
o Different approaches used for:

 Bank C&I lending

 Firm loan volumes, overall debt, and investment spending

 County employment levels

o Empirical approaches based on Khwaja and Mian (2008) 

• Conclusions
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Outline



• Stress tests capital buffers reduce bank C&I lending: 1 pp. increase in capital 
buffers results in 2 pp. lower loan growth of utilized amounts and 1 ½ lower 
growth rate of committed amounts.

• Positive and significant effects of bank capital ratio on lending consistent 
with previous findings in the literature. 

• Effects of capital buffer are larger at the firm level (multibank firms) when 
we look at total bank borrowing (summing across all their CCAR lenders): 

1 pp. increase in capital buffers leads to

o 4 pp. decline in growth rate of utilized amounts 

o 3 pp. decline in growth rate of committed amounts 

• However, we find no impact of larger capital buffers on firm outcomes: 
overall debt, investment spending and employment. 

o Firms manage to substitute bank loans with other borrowing sources (e.g., 
smaller banks, nonbank financials, and issuing bonds in capital markets).
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Preview of results



• Stress-test capital buffers (ST Buffers) are 

the decline in capital from start to minimum 

in the CCAR severely adverse scenario

• The buffers imply that banks can face 

prolonged stress, experience sizable losses 

and declines in their regulatory capital 

ratios, but still have capital ratios above 

minimum requirements and healthy enough 

to still lend

– They are de facto buffers

– They reflect a requirement of CCAR but 

not the implementation of any buffer via 

a regulation (de jure buffers)
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Stress-test capital buffers (ST Buffers)

Capital 
buffer 

implied 
by 

stress 
tests

Minimum capital requirements



2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Mean 3.5 2.6 2.2 3.1 2.6

Median 3.3 2.8 1.2 2.2 2.3

Std. dev. 2.0 2.7 2.5 2.9 2.0
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Stress-test capital buffers (ST Buffers), contd.

Average drop across banks in capital ratios (excl. bank capital distributions)

Source:  2012 to 2016 DFAST disclosure documents



• We evaluate the impact of the stress test capital buffers on bank loan growth 
and firm outcomes: bank borrowing, total debt volumes, investment spending 
and employment.

• Identification strategy based on Khwaja and Mian (2008) using:

o Matched Firm-bank data (within-firm estimation) between 2012 and 2016.

o Firm-level data: study the effect of weighted average stress test capital declines 
(stress test exposure) on firm loan outcomes: total borrowing, overall debt growth 
and investment.

o County-level employment data: impact of weighted average stress test capital 
declines faced by each bank lending to firms in specific counties on employment.

o Matched FR Y-14 and COMPUSTAT data: impact of firm level stress test exposure on 
publicly traded firm outcomes: loan growth, overall debt growth and investment, 
and employment.
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This paper



• Data sample:  2012 to 2016:
Limit likelihood of other capital buffers – that began to phase in in 2016 –
influencing our results

• Sources:
• Balance sheet data for 16 CCAR BHCs (FR Y-9C reports) combined with 

matched lender-borrower data from FR Y-14 Corporate schedule:
o C&I loans, utilized and committed amounts, and 
o Firm balance sheet information for both private and publicly traded firms.

• County-level employment data from the BLS.
• Balance sheet data for publicly traded firms in COMPUSTAT

o Used for robustness analysis

• After data cleaning, we have information for about 78,265 firms 
borrowing from 16 BHCs (248,201 bank-firm observations): 

• Out of these, 10,961 (63,212 bank-firm observations) correspond to 
multibank firms
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Data
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Summary statistics

CCAR BHC and FIRM DATA

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

CCAR BHC VARIABLES

Total Loan growth 248,201 0.050 0.753 -2.559 2.699

Total committed amount growth 331,430 0.047 0.507 -1.609 1.686

CET1 Capital ratio 331,430 0.106 0.012 0.075 0.163

Tier1 Capital ratio 331,430 0.122 0.011 0.104 0.182

Tier1 Capital ratio Drop 331,430 0.027 0.017 0.000 0.087

Size (log Total assets) 331,430 20.334 1.153 18.288 21.670

Equity / TA 331,430 0.113 0.014 0.077 0.149

ROA 331,430 0.010 0.005 -0.003 0.025

Deposit / TA 331,430 0.614 0.141 0.053 0.796

Liq. Asset / TA 331,430 0.298 0.089 0.146 0.696

Charge-off / TA 331,430 0.377 0.255 -0.001 1.427

C&I Loan / TA 331,430 0.121 0.069 0.002 0.265

Firm Variable

Size (log Total assets) 257,561 4.273 2.944 -3.972 11.036

Cash / TA 255,956 0.099 0.111 0.000 0.381

Ebitda / TA 256,093 0.077 0.095 -0.064 0.324

Leverage 250,492 0.348 0.260 0.000 0.856

Sales / TA 256,443 2.147 1.530 0.169 5.450

Operating Margin 159,817 0.104 0.112 -0.052 0.398

Tangible Assets/TA 253,060 0.886 0.187 0.347 1.000

Rating A Dummy 324,505 0.146 0.353 0.000 1.000

Rating B Dummy 324,505 0.899 0.301 0.000 1.000

Rating C Dummy 324,505 0.054 0.225 0.000 1.000

Rating D Dummy 324,505 0.005 0.072 0.000 1.000



• We use the following panel regression specification for bank C&I lending

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑡+1 = 𝛽1𝑆𝑇 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐾 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼𝑖𝑗 + 𝜏𝑗𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡+1

• Loan growthijt of bank i to firm j (utilized and committed amounts)

– The log difference of average C&I loans over the 3 quarters before and after 

the stress test exercise of year t

• ST Bufferit is the stress-test buffer of bank i in stress test exercise of year t

• Bank controls (Xit) include size, ROA, deposits/total assets, charge-offs, and 

share of C&I loans in total assets. All controls measured at the beginning of the 

stress test exercise in year t

• We include firm-bank fixed effects and firm-time fixed effects

• Also interact the ST Buffer with year dummies and firm-type dummies

• Hypotheses:  𝛽1 < 0 and 𝛽2 > 0 10

Empirical approach for bank C&I lending
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Impact of Capital Buffer on Bank-Firm Loan Growth
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Results for bank C&I lending
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Results for bank C&I lending
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Results for bank C&I lending
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Results for bank C&I lending, contd.



• We use the following panel regression specification for firm outcomes

𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑗𝑡+1 = 𝛽𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑆𝑇 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋𝑗𝑡 + 𝛼𝑗 + 𝜏𝑚𝑡 + 𝜀𝑗𝑡+1

• Firm Outcomejt+1 is either (i) growth of total firm borrowing from CCAR banks, 

(ii) overall firm debt growth, and (iii) firm investment growth

– Measured as log differences between the average over 3 quarters before 

and after the stress-test exercise of year t

• Firm ST Buffer Exposurejt for firm j is

𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑆𝑇 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑡 =

𝑖=1

𝑁
𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡−1

σ𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡−1
× 𝑆𝑇 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡

• Firm controls (Xjt) include size, cash to total assets, the leverage ratio, and the 

ratios of EBITDA, sales, and tangible assets to total assets  

• We include firm fixed effects and industry-year fixed effects 16

Empirical approach for firm outcomes
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Summary statistics

FIRM LEVEL DATA

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Firm Variable

Exposure to Reg. Capital change 31,758 0.025 0.015 -0.014 0.088

Total Loan growth 31,758 0.080 0.842 -2.614 2.694

Total Committed amount growth 38,713 0.072 0.532 -1.637 1.729

Growth in total debt 30,981 0.107 0.553 -2.290 2.540

Growth in Capex 22,571 0.100 1.513 -8.454 8.880

Growth in Fixed Assets 32,109 0.086 0.409 -1.624 2.246

Growth in Employment

Size (log Total assets) 28,167 5.620 2.519 -5.185 10.387

Cash / TA 33,375 0.085 0.100 0.000 0.381

Ebitda / TA 33,419 0.062 0.084 -0.064 0.324

Leverage 32,728 0.368 0.239 0.000

Sales / TA 33,477 1.690 1.372 0.169 5.450

Operating Margin 20,733 0.094 0.099 -0.052 0.398

Tangible Assets/TA 33,287 0.840 0.213 0.347 1.000

Rating A Dummy 38,246 0.202 0.402 0.000 1.000

Rating B Dummy 38,246 0.907 0.291 0.000 1.000

Rating C Dummy 38,246 0.073 0.260 0.000 1.000

Rating D Dummy 38,246 0.007 0.083 0.000 1.000
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Results for growth of firm borrowing from CCAR banks
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Results for overall firm debt growth and firm investment



• We use the following panel regression specification for county employment

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝐸𝑚𝑝. 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑐𝑡+1 = 𝛽𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑇 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 + 𝛾𝑍𝑐𝑡 + 𝛼𝑐 + 𝜀𝑗𝑡+1

• County Emp. Outcomect+1 is the growth in the number of employees at 

industrial firms in the county

• County ST Buffer Exposurect for county c is

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑇 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 =

σ∀𝑗 𝑤. 𝐻𝑄 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑐σ∀𝑖
𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡−1

σ∀𝑗 𝑤. 𝐻𝑄 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑐 σ∀ 𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡−1
× 𝑆𝑇 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡

• County controls (Zct) include log wages, log population, and the log house price 

index  

• We include county fixed effects
20

Empirical approach for county employment
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Results for county employment

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Exposure 0.016 0.037

[0.038] [0.038]

Exposure_12 0.005 0.016

[0.063] [0.062]

Exposure_13 0.026 0.022

[0.061] [0.062]

Exposure_14 0.017 0.031

[0.062] [0.063]

Exposure_15 -0.062 -0.014

[0.091] [0.093]

Exposure_16 0.052 0.108

[0.062] [0.066]

Log Wages -0.023** -0.023**

[0.010] [0.010]

Log Population -0.223*** -0.224***

[0.062] [0.063]

House price index 0.014*** 0.014***

[0.003] [0.003]

Observations 13025 13025 12764 12764

R-squared 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33

Robust standard errors in brackets

* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
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Results for county employment

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Exposure 0.016 0.037

[0.038] [0.038]

Exposure_12 0.005 0.016

[0.063] [0.062]

Exposure_13 0.026 0.022

[0.061] [0.062]

Exposure_14 0.017 0.031

[0.062] [0.063]

Exposure_15 -0.062 -0.014

[0.091] [0.093]

Exposure_16 0.052 0.108

[0.062] [0.066]

Log Wages -0.023** -0.023**

[0.010] [0.010]

Log Population -0.223*** -0.224***

[0.062] [0.063]

House price index 0.014*** 0.014***

[0.003] [0.003]

Observations 13025 13025 12764 12764

R-squared 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33

Robust standard errors in brackets

* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%



• We repeat our analysis based on data that matches bank and loan information 

from the FR Y-14 with financial data on borrowing firms from COMPUSTAT

• In this analysis the set of firms

– Is smaller (≈3000 versus ≈11,000 multi-bank firms)

– Is a little different (all publicly traded, larger, lower leverage, etc.)

• Findings using the merged FR Y-14 and COMPUSTAT databases are consistent 

with those using the larger FR Y-14 dataset

• Larger firm exposure to stress-test capital buffers

– Implies lower total firm borrowing from CCAR banks

– Appears to not impact on overall firm debt growth and firm investment
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Robustness analysis



• Stress tests capital buffers lead to material reductions in bank C&I lending: 
1 pp. increase in capital buffers results in 2 pp. lower loan growth of 
utilized amounts and 1 ½ lower growth rate of committed amounts.

• Positive and significant effects of bank capital ratio on lending. This 
positive effect is larger than the negative effect of the stress test capital 
buffer.

• Using firms in both FR Y-14 and COMPUSTAT we find:
o Effects of capital buffer are larger at the firm level (multibank firms) on total 

bank loan growth (summing across all their CCAR lenders): 1 pp. increase in 
capital buffers leads to:
 4 pp. decline in growth rate of utilized amounts 

 3 pp. decline in growth rate of committed amounts 

o No impact of larger capital buffers on firm outcomes such as overall debt, 
investment spending and employment. 

o This result suggests that firms manage to substitute their bank loans with 
other borrowing sources from smaller banks, nonbank financials and issuing 
bonds in capital markets.
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Concluding remarks
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Appendix



• The stress capital decline is a buffer that each CCAR BHC needs to hold in 
normal times to cover forward-looking risks (severe economic and financial 
conditions).
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Capital Buffers and increase in regulatory capital 



• Impact of higher capital requirements on bank lending: Peek and Rosengreen

(1997), Gambacorta and Mistrulli (2004), Jimenez, Ongena, Peydro and Saurina

(2017), Aiyar, Calomiris, and Wieladek (2014), Mésonnier and Monks (2015), 

Gropp, Mosk, Ongena, and Wix (2016), Lambertini and Mukherjee (2016), 

Fraisse, Le and Thesmar (2017), and Calem, Correa, and Lee (2017) 

• Impact of higher capital on bank lending: Bernanke and Lown (2000), Francis 

and Osborne (2009), Berrospide and Edge (2010), Carlson, Shan, and 

Warusawitharana (2013), Chu, Zhang, and Zhao (2017)

• Impact of stress tests on bank lending and risk taking: Acharya, Berger and 

Roman (2017), The Clearing House (2017), Vojtech (2017), Pierret and Steri

(2018), Bassett and Berrospide (2018), Cortes, Demyanyk, Li, Loutskina, and 

Strahan (2018), Connolly (2018), and Niepmann and Stebunovs (2018)
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Related literature
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Impact of Capital Buffer on Firm Loan Growth
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Impact of Capital Buffer on Firm Overall Debt Growth
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Impact of Capital Buffer on Firm Bank Loan and Debt Growth

• Firms with low exposure to bank capital buffers show a larger growth of their bank 
loans relative to firms with large exposure.

• Total debt has grown at a decreasing rate for all firms. There is no significant difference 
in growth rates between low- and high-exposure firms.

• Most of the differences in bank loan growth occurs at private firms (not shown):
o Publicly traded firms (particularly those with high exposure to capital buffers) managed to 

sustain or grow their total debt between 2013 and 2015.
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Impact of Capital Buffer on Firm Investment
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Impact of Capital Buffer on Firm Loan Growth – COMPUSTAT 
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Impact of Capital Buffer on Firm Outcomes - COMPUSTAT


